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By the early 18th century the British colonies in America were illegally profiting from 
trade with Caribbean Islands, France, and Spain. Tensions between colonial merchants 
and the Crown increased as England attempted to enforce her claim on American goods. 
In the following excerpt, Sir William Keith, the governor of Pennsylvania from 1712 to 
1726, argues that the colonies exist, and should continue to exist, for the economic 
benefit of England. 
 
READING FOCUS: 
Which economic and which political issues does Sir William Keith raise in his argument? 
 
 
INTRODUCTION. 

HAPPY are the People, whose Lot it is to be governed by a Prince who does not wholly 
depend on the Representations of others, but makes it a chief Part of his Delight to 
inspect into the Condition of his Subjects, according to their several Ranks and Degrees; 
who from the Rectitude of his own Mind, distinguishes the true Merit of his Servants, 
leaving the Liberties and Properties of his People to be equally guarded, and justly 
defended, by a punctual Execution of the Laws.  
 

The unbounded Extent of Knowledge to be daily acquired by the judicious Enquiry and 
Application of such a Prince will soon abolish the Use of Flattery, and the pernicious 
Effects of all design’d Misrepresentations: The Paths of Virtue and Honour, with a strict 
Adherence to Truth, will be the only Avenues of Access to the Sovereign’s Esteem; and 
the royal Favours in such a Reign will ever be agreeably dispensed in Proportion to the 
useful Conduct, and true Merit of the Party.…  

ON A PROVINCIAL DEPENDANT GOVERNMENT. 

WHEN either by Conquest or Increase of People, foreign Provinces are possessed, and 
Colonies planted abroad, it is convenient, and often necessary, to substitute little 
dependant provincial Governments, whose People being infranchized, and made 
Partakers of the Liberties and Privileges belonging to the original Mother State, are justly 
bound by its Laws, and become subservient to its Interests, as the true End of their 
Incorporation.
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Every Act of a dependant Provincial Government therefore ought to terminate in the 
Advantage of the Mother State, unto whom it owes its Being, and by whom it is protected 
in all its valuable Privileges: Hence it follows, that all advantageous Projects, or 
commercial Gains in any Colony, which are truly prejudicial to, and inconsistent with the 
Interest of the Mother State, must be understood to be illegal, and the Practice of them 
unwarrantable, because they contradict the End for which the Colony had a Being, and 
are incompatible with the Terms on which the People claim both Privilege and 
Protection.  
 

ON A BRITISH COLONY IN AMERICA. 
 

WERE these Things rightly understood among the Inhabitants of the British Colonies in 
America, there would be less Occasion for such Instructions and strict Prohibitions as are 
daily sent from England to regulate their Conduct in many Points; the very Nature of the 
Thing would be sufficient to direct their Choice in cultivating such Parts of Industry and 
Commerce only, as would bring some Advantage to the Interest and Trade of Great 
Britain. They would soon find by Experience, that this was the solid and true Foundation 
whereon to build a real Interest in their Mother Country, and the certain Means of 
acquiring Riches without Envy.  
 
On the other hand, where the Government of a Provincial Colony is well regulated, and 
all its Business and Commerce truly adapted to the proper End and Design of the first 
Settlement, such a Province, like a choice Branch springing from the main Root, ought to 
be carefully nourished, and its just Interests well guarded. No little partial Project, or 
Party Gain, should be suffered to affect it; but rather it ought to be considered, and 
weighed in the general Ballance of the whole State, as an useful and profitable Member, 
for such is the End of all Colonies; and if this Use cannot be made of them, it would be 
much better for the State to be without them.  

ON THE LEGISLATIVE POWER. 
 

FROM what has been said of the Nature of Colonies, and the Restriction that ought to be 
laid on their Trade, it is plain that none of the English Plantations in America can with 
any Reason or good Sense pretend to claim an absolute legislative Power within 
themselves; so that let their several Constitutions be founded on ancient Charters, Royal 
Patents, Custom by Prescription, or what other legal Authority you please; yet still they 
cannot be possessed of any rightful Capacity to contradict, or evade the true Intent and 
Force of any Act of Parliament, wherewith the Wisdom of Great Britain may think fit to  
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affect them from Time to Time. In discoursing therefore on their legislative Powers, 
improperly so called, we are to consider them only as so many Incorporations at a 
Distance, invested with an Ability of making temporary By-Laws for themselves, 
agreeable to their respective Situations and Climates, but no ways interfering with the 
legal Prerogative of the Crown, or the true legislative Power of the Mother State. 
 

CONCLUSION. 
 

WHEN we do but cast an Eye on the vast Tract of Land, and immense Riches which the 
Spanish Nation have in little more than one Century very odly acquired in America; 
insomuch, that the simple Privilege of trading with them, on very high Terms, is become 
a Prize worth contending for among the greatest Powers in Europe. Surely we must on 
due Reflection acknowledge, that the Preservation and Enlargement of the English 
Settlements in those Parts, is of the last Consequence to the Trade, Interest, and Strength 
of Great Britain.…The Brightening of this Jewel in the Crown, may not perhaps be 
thought unworthy the Care of the present happy Reign, to which the Improvement, and 
future Security of so large a Part of the British Dominions, the Advancement of Trade, 
and universally supporting the glorious Cause of Liberty, seem to be reserved by the 
peculiar Hand of Providence.  
 
 
A Collection of Papers and Other Tracts, Written Occasionally on Various Subjects by 
Sir William Keith (London: J. Mechell, 1740), pp. 169–175. 


